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WRAPPING HAY TO BEAT THE WEATHER 

 

Rain often damages high quality hay just before the hay is ready to be baled. Technology has 

come a long way with bales and new methods allow us to do things you wouldn't even think about 

before. 

 

Rain plays havoc with hay quality. Even when you study weather reports and do your best to cut 

when good drying weather is expected, just before your hay is ready to bale, it gets damaged by 

rain. 

 

So what are your options when dark clouds are on the horizon and your hay is still a little too wet 

to put up? One option is go ahead and bale that tough hay and hope - hope that it doesn't spoil, or 

even worse, get hot and burn. Or you can wait out the storm and cross your fingers that you get 

good moisture for your row crops but it skips over the hay fields. (This option rarely works that 

well). Or maybe there is another better option. This option involves baling hay tough, then wrap it 

in plastic to keep water and air out and keep nutrients in. I call this the silage bale option. 

 

Recent studies have had excellent success wrapping bales tight containing twenty-five to forty 

percent moisture. Surprisingly, after a full year in storage, the hay comes out of the wrapping in 

great shape, with very little storage loss, a nice silage odor, and well preserved nutrients. 

Wrapping tough hay reduces weather risk because wrapping often occurs a day sooner than 

normal baling. Both yield and forage quality can be higher because fewer leaves are lost than with 

dry hay. We really do have a new option that we didn't used to have. 

 

The key is it takes a lot of plastic to accomplish the task. Six or seven layers are needed to 

maintain feed quality. If you don't use enough plastic or fail to repair any holes, this kind of hay 

can spoil very fast. Wrapping slightly tough hay in plastic can improve your forage quality and 

reduce weather losses. If rain damage often plagues your hay making, it might be worth looking 

into in 2008, a year where El Nino turned into a La Nina event that has influenced our weather. 

 

ET GAGE/WATERMARK SENSOR UPDATE 

 

We met last week at the Lower Big Blue NRD office to discuss the new cost share program for 

the ET gages and watermark soil sensors. ET gages give us crop water use estimates in a localized 

area and watermark soil sensors allow the producer to covert centibar digital readings to available 

crop water left in the soil profile. All 34 producers who signed up for this new program were 

accepted. Supplies have been ordered for this program and letters will be sent directly to the 

initial cooperators to respond with further information such as cell phone numbers and where to 

locate the new irrigation management tools. We believe this program will demonstrate how 

technology can potentially save power and water without sacrificing yield. 
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